White Paper

INTRODUCTION
Convert your cryptocurrency assets to virtual Prepaid Credit Card that allows you to pay
for goods and services anonymously online. We work worldwide so you can purchase
virtual prepaid cards from anywhere in the world and use them to pay online on any
websites that accept Mastercard or Visa prepaid cards.
Crypto2Card let individuals make online or in-person purchases or withdraw cash from
ATMs using $C2C, even if the vendors and ATMs don’t accept cryptocurrency. Instead of
exchanging Bitcoins into local currencies, cardholders preload their debit card with a set
amount of cryptocurrency which is then automatically converted at the time of purchase.
Crypto2Card (also called crypto debit cards) act like prepaid debit cards that can be loaded
with cryptocurrency to make online and in-store purchases from merchants that don’t
accept cryptocurrencies.
These cards convert stored $C2C or other cryptocurrencies into whatever fiat currency is
needed to make a purchase. $C2C debit cards can also be used to withdraw cash from
ATMs in whatever fiat currencies the card supports.
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FEATURE
SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
Crypto2Card offers virtual Prepaid Credit Cards that allow you to pay for
goods and services anonymously online without exposing your bank
account, spend only the money you put on the card.

CHANGE YOUR REWARDS
Earn up to 10% on every transaction made by others by
only holding $C2C, you can change to any reward token
of your choice than BNB from an easy-to-use user panel.

PHYSICAL CREDIT CARD
C2C holders can apply for a physical Credit
Card to purchase in millions of shops around the
world that accept MasterCard, Easy to order,
Reloadable & Withdrawable at any ATM.

REWARDS & RE-INVEST
C2C user's panel has a buit-in tax-free buyback
option which allows the holders to automatically
re-invest the earned BNB rewards into C2C
without paying any tax.

ANTI-WHALE MECHANISM
Sells larger than 0.1% of the total supply in a single
transaction will be rejected. This will allows to reduce
swing-trading and break whales control.

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
Get help, support and answers from our expert customer
services team the 24/7 live chat, email or social!
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TOKENOMICS
With a Max supply of 1 trillion only and 5% burned so far, $C2C has a limited supply to make sure
inflation is kept under control. 12% of every buy transaction is taken and re distributed: 8% to
$C2C holders in BNB, 1% to liquidity pool and 3% to development and marketing. On sell
transaction a tax of 18% is distributed: 10% to $C2C holders in BNB, 2% to liquidity pool and 6 %
to development and marketing to ensure our capability in supporting the team.

1% to liquidity pool

3% to development and
marketing

8% to $C2C holders in BNB

BUY TAX 12%
2% to liquidity pool

10% to $C2C holders in BNB
6 % to development
and marketing

SELL TAX 18%
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3 easy steps to get a credit card
01. Choose your card
Select from different types of cards
depending on their features

02. Use your C2C tokens

03. Get your card

Convert your C2C tokens to fiat into a

Once the transaction is confirmed,

prepaid cards, No documents needed

your card will be provided to your email
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Roadmap
LAUNCH SOCIAL MEDIA SITES
(TWITTER, TELEGRAM..)

LAUNCH TOKEN OFFICIAL WEBSITE

BEGIN MARKETING ON SOCIAL MEDIA

RELEASE CONTRACT, AUDIT AND KYC

PRESALE DETAILS & ANNOUCEMENT

PANCAKESWAP LAUNCH & LIQUIDITY LOCK

APPLY FOR LISTING SITES (CMC, CG..)

INCREASED MARKETING PUSH

APPLY FOR 1ST CEX EXCHANGE

PEER-TO-PEER EXCHANGE MARKETPLACE

MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED
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Contact Us
https://t.me/crypto2card
https://twitter.com/Crypto2card
https://crypto2card

Thank you!
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